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5 km/h

(3,1 mph )
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(1.323 lb )
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JESPI

JESPI is a 4-wheel electric powered vehicle, 
created for various special applications. All 
sorts of equipment or containers can be 
assembled for multiple usage.

Equipped with many accessories, it is suitable 
for the cleaning of large parks and gardens; for 
handling material or goods stocked in pallets; for 
the luggage or goods transport in airports and 
stations; a versatile veichle for many other work 
situations.
The swivel tiller head is made with a safety sensor 
which allows to work only in the presence of 
assigned personnel.
It works in any kind of internal/external or on 
uneven ground situation. Also available with heavy 
duty axles to load up to 1000 kg.
Our electric vehicles are not only CE certified but, 
more than 80% of the range is covered by the UL 
certification, which guarantees its suitability to the 
standards applicable in relation to potential risk of 
fire, electric shock and mechanical hazards.

MOST POPULAR ACCESSORIES

PLATFORM 695X1250XH230 MM PLATFORM 800X1250XH630 MM PAINTED SKIP 500 L TRACTOR WHEELS (2 WHEELS)
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